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The graph database found notoriety with the revelations
of the 2.6TB of data leaked from Panamian
law firm Mossack Fonseca.
In this 14-page buyer’s guide,
Computer Weekly looks at the
technology that teases out
connections between
divergent datasets
– and how it is
revolutionising
data analysis
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Graph databases – the technology that links relations between datasets
– will revolutionise the insights of data analytics, writes Noel Yuhanna

W

hether you are setting about customer analytics,
fraud detection, risk assessment or building complex social networking applications, you need
connected data. Today’s enterprises are spending
more time looking to answer complex business questions. Linking
a few data sources is often simple – but to do so with significant
amounts of heterogeneous data requires a radical approach.
Without doubt, it is critical to re-envision your business not as
a standalone entity but as part of an ecosystem where customers assemble suppliers according to their needs, using businesses
that collaborate and share data and services. And the need to
support customer interactions across multiple touch points is
forcing enterprises to analyse data more intelligently and in an
integrated manner.
A graph database allows organisations to think differently and
create intelligence-based business opportunities that weren’t
possible before. Such a database constitutes a powerful, optimised technology that links billions of pieces of connected data
to create sources of value for customers and increase operational
agility for customer service.
Graph databases excel in navigating or processing large amounts
of connected data, giving customers insights and intelligence that
were next to impossible with traditional technologies. Enterprise
architects who champion investment in graph databases will be
ready to use data to create customer insights, respond quickly
to changing market demands and competitive threats, and grow
their organisations faster than their competitors by delivering
innovative products and services.
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Many use cases use graph databases, including
recommendations, graph-based search, social
❯Facebook’s Graph Search
customer recommendation engines, big data ananetworking, fraud detection, network and idenapplication
puts
the
spotlight
on
lytics, fraud detection, master data management,
tity management, and MDM. Neo Technology
graph database designs aimed
social networking, internet of things (IoT) analysis
has many enterprise customers, including
at capturing and organising
and real-time data analytics. The graph database
CenturyLink, Cisco Systems, eBay, HP, Lufthansa.
data relationships.
market is expected to see significant success in the
Snap Interactive, a dating app company, uses
coming years as organisations combine people,
Neo4j to support a social graph with one billion
processes and technology to close the gap between
people and more than seven billion relationships.
insights and action. The adoption for graph databases stands at
n DataStax’s acquisition of Aurelius – the startup behind open
15% worldwide but is likely to double in the next three years.
graph database Titan – will enable it to add a graph component to its DataStax Enterprise data platform built on Apache
The graph database market
Cassandra. The graph database functionality offers enterprises
Although there are more than a dozen graph database suppliers,
multimodel capabilities to store, process, and access various
these are the leading ones:
data sets to support broader use cases for transactional and
n Neo Technology first released Neo4j, an open source NoSQL
operational applications. Organisations are likely to use the platproperty graph database in 2007, under an open source licence
form for recommendation and personalisation engines, fraud
and then as a generally available commercial version in 2010.
detection, risk assessment, mobile data management and IoT
It supports transactional operations in the context of missionapplications. Global connected data is becoming critical for all
critical systems running real-time queries. Customer feedback
enterprises and DataStax’s scalable distributed platform along
indicates that Neo Technology’s
with graph capabilities is likely to
key strengths are its ability to supappeal to many.
port native storage and processn Orient Technologies is the key
ey use cases for rient
ing of graph data models and its
contributor to and supporter of
full Acid (atomicity, consistency,
OrientDB, an open source NoSQL
include social networking
isolation, durability) compliance,
graph database written in Java
recommendation
engines
and
flexible data models, and high
released in 2010. OrientDB supperformance for connected data.
ports schema-less and schemafraud detection
Customers often use it for real-time
based data modes and uses SQL
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as its query language for both
community. Currently, no comstructured and unstructured data,
mercial suppliers support it, so
lock
is suitable for set
on top of the traditional Gremlin
businesses are cautious about its
and Sparol. Customers often mensupport and roadmap. However,
operations requiring horizontal
tion its multimodel engine, ease
it’s suitable when a team of develscalability with low latency
of use, reliable performance, and
opers is looking to get its hands
small footprint as core strengths.
dirty with code and customise
such
as
fraud
detection
OrientDB has a fully Acid-compliant
it for specific graph applications
graph database to support transacwhere commercial systems fall
tional and operational use cases. Key use cases for OrientDB
short. FlockDB is suitable for set operations requiring horizoninclude social networking, recommendation engines and fraud
tal scalability with low-latency environments, such as social
detection. Customers deploying OrientDB include CenturyLink,
networking or fraud detection. n
Ericsson, Pitney Bowes, Sky and Warner Music.
n FlockDB is an open source distributed graph database that
This is an extract of the Forrester Research report, “Market Overview: Graph Databases”
Twitter built to store relationships and later released to the
(May 2015), written by Noel Yuhanna, principal analyst at Forrester.
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Graph databases:
Joining the dots

T

he recent breach of 2.6TB of data from Panamanian law
firm Mossack Fonseca has generated a slew of revelations about how the world’s rich and powerful channel their wealth into offshore companies in a bid to
avoid tax, prompting high-profile political resignations and public
demands for a clampdown. But the stories would have been a lot
less detailed, and taken far longer to surface, without the help of
a very old technology that’s currently making a comeback – the
graph database.
Graph databases pre-date the relational database (RDB) model
that has dominated business IT for more than 40 years. Instead of
storing and manipulating data in tabular rows and columns, graph
databases are structured more like the scribbled “mind maps”
used for freeform note-taking – bubbles of information joined by
a tangle of labelled lines that reveal the connections and relationships between them.
In a graph database, information is stored in the form of nodes
(items such as businesses or individuals), properties (information about, or relating to, nodes) and edges (the lines connecting
nodes to one another or to properties, where much of the important information resides). They typically don’t require data to be
in a rigidly structured format and are often faster and easier to
scale than RDBs.

From social networking to the detection of offshore
financial shenanigans, Jim Mortleman explores
why the growth of graph databases could
be pointing the database market
in a new direction
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The graph model works particularly well for applications where
relationships between items of data are the most important factor.
Matt Aslett, research director at 451 Research responsible
for data platforms and analytics, says: “This means they’re very
well-suited to applications like social networking, mapping, route
planning and logistics, asset management, loyalty schemes, fraud
detection, recommendation engines, master data management
systems and more.”

They are also perfect for the task of uncovering hidden connections in a mountain of legal and financial data such as the Panama
Papers (see box on page 17).

Mapping out connections

The graph database renaissance is perhaps not surprising given
how well the model mirrors the linked, non-hierarchical structure
of the web itself, and the growing popularity of networked and

Choosing a graph database from an expanding pool of options
A whole bunch of graph databases, tools and frameworks have
sprung up in the past few years, the bulk of them open source.
The Wikipedia graph database entry has a non-exhaustive list of
around 50 products, with useful feature comparisons.
Most of the business examples in this article use the marketleading Neo4j, which is by far the most mature and widely used
graph database, having been around since the early 2000s.
Aslett also notes that Objectivity’s InfiniteGraph, another
mature offering that’s particularly effective for crime detection,
has significant traction among financial firms and law enforcement agencies.
But the options are expanding. Analyst James Governor of
RedMonk thinks it makes sense to let your developers explore
what’s out there, since products and feature sets are evolving so

rapidly. “Things are changing all the time and there are an unforgiving number of options, including tools that let you overlay
graph capabilities onto your existing relational database system.
We think what’s interesting is choosing specific databases for
specific tasks and finding ways to bring them together,” he says.
“Neo4j is clearly way out ahead in this market. It has built a
solid reputation through its long-term focus on graph technology
and I’ve spoken to plenty of developers who’ve had good experiences with it,” he adds.
“The TinkerPop stack from Apache is also getting a lot of
attention at the moment, so enterprises might want to look at
that too. And for really high-scale stuff, there’s Apache Giraph
which runs on the Hadoop stack and is being used by the likes of
Facebook,” says Governor.
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social applications. Indeed, it was social web giants
graph databases to store relationships between the
❯When looking at more agile,
like Twitter, Facebook and Google that prompted
content it offers on flights and the different devices
open
source
alternatives
to
the comeback in the first place, since they needed
people use to access that content. “To deliver, say,
proprietary databases, how do
more efficient ways to manage and understand the
a movie or in-flight offer to a passenger’s personal
you choose which is the best
relationships among their vast networks of users.
device, the airline needs to understand the devices
fit for your needs?
And as networked smart cities and the internet
people are using – their screen sizes, performance
of things (IoT) take hold, we’re likely to see many
and so on – then map that onto the content delivmore use cases for the technology.
ered to the individual user, as well as knowing
Already, businesses beyond the high-tech giants are increasdetails about passengers such as whether they’re frequent flyers
ingly turning to graph databases. Lufthansa, for example is using
or members of any of the company’s loyalty schemes,” says Aslett.

Picking apart the Panama Papers – how a consortium of investigative journalists
used graph technology to plot the offshore connections of the rich and powerful
The Institute of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) is a global consortium of almost 200 reporters who work with many of the world’s
leading news organisations. When they were handed a cache of
more than 11.5 million breached documents from Panamanian
law firm Mossack Fonseca, which specialises in setting up offshore companies for its wealthy clients, it was clear that untangling the web of connections concealed within the 2.6TB of data
was not going to be possible manually.
“We’ve been dealing with data connected to offshore dealing for the past four years, and during our investigation into
the leaked HSBC Swiss Leaks in 2014/15, we implemented the

Linkurious data visualisation tool, which uses the Neo4j graph
database as its engine,” says Mar Cabra, head of the ICIJ’s data
and research unit.
The tool’s implementation was only completed at the tail end
of that investigation, so was used mainly for fact-checking, she
says. However, the size of the Panama Papers breach eclipsed all
previous data hauls. “We don’t have an army of data scientists
here. There are only three developers, so it was vital to provide
journalists with an intuitive tool they could use to explore the
data without the need for technical experts,” says Cabra.
continued on next page...
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There are plenty of other examples. Mobile operator Telenor
uses the technology to understand its users – where they are,
what devices they’re using and what they’re permitted to access.
Many banks and financial institutions use it for fraud detection.
Royal Bank of Scotland is using it in a change management tool
called Dart that continually tracks the implication of changes on
its core Agile Markets trading system. Online gambling provider

...continued from previous page
First the team reverse-engineered Mossack Fonseca’s internal
database of around 215,000 offshore companies from the piecemeal data they’d been given. They then used the Talend transform
and load tool to import the data into Neo4j, from where it could
be visualised in Linkurious. “My reporters found it very intuitive
and easy to use. They were able to just click dots on the screen
to reveal – instantly – how people and entities are connected,”
says Cabra. “It has an advanced query language, Cypher, that
more technically-savvy reporters can use, and you can also tap
into an API [application programming interface] to visualise the
data elsewhere. Fuzzy matching, where the system finds similar
names, was also really useful. Another great feature for reporters
is the ability to export interactive widgets, for example to let readers visually explore the connections around particular politicians.”
Meanwhile, the mass of unstructured data – comprising emails,
legal documents and so on – was put into a document store where

Gamesys is using it to manage a referral system and Facebook
integration for its customers. The list goes on.

Growth and change ahead

We’re not, however, likely to see graph databases taking over
from relational databases any time soon. They still only represent a minuscule fraction of the total database market, although

it could be searched by journalists with familiar Google-style
text-search tools. This combination of a visual graph database
and searchable document store was vital for piecing together the
stories, since the database alone did not reveal all the names.
“Mossack Fonseca didn’t record many beneficial owners in its
database, only inside PDFs or scanned documents, so it was vital
to be able to explore both,” says Cabra.
And from this month, anyone will be able to seek out more
connections hidden in the graph data when the ICIJ combines it
with the data from previous offshore leaks and makes it publicly
available for exploration with a Linkurious front end.
“We’re going to crowdsource even more revelations,” says
Cabra. “Our website will contain data on over 300,000 companies in tax havens and the people behind them. Reporters, the
public, tax officials and prosecutors are all going to be able to
explore those connections – and no doubt that will throw up even
more surprising names.”
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precise figures are hard to come by. 451’s Aslett estimates the
market currently represents around $200m of the $286bn sector – which equates to a share of about 0.07%.
But he notes the whole NoSQL market (which includes key value
and document stores as well as graph databases) is nonetheless
growing at an impressive rate.
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“The dominance of the
relational model means things
will naturally take a long
time to change, but we’re at
the beginning of a potentially
significant shift [towards
graph databases]”
Matt Aslett, 451 Research

“We’re seeing a compound annual growth rate of 43%, compared with 11% for the market overall. The dominance of the
relational model means things will naturally take a long time to
change, but we’re at the beginning of a potentially significant
shift,” Aslett concludes. n

Graph databases don’t require data to be in a rigidly
structured format. Information is joined by a tangle of lines
that reveal connections and relationships
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Graph databases, based on mathematics
known for three centuries, are starting to
yield value for businesses beyond Facebook
and Twitter, says Stephen Pritchard

raph databases are an 18th century concept with a host
of modern applications.
Used for tasks as diverse as dating sites and fraud
detection, graph technology works by looking at relationships, not just data. But the idea behind them – or, at least,
their theoretical basis – is attributed to Swiss-born mathematician Leonhard Euler, in 1735.
For almost 300 years, graph theory remained a mostly academic pursuit. But graphs have turned out to be an ingenious way
of dealing with large volumes of data, and especially complex
relationships between data.
In recent years, technologists have taken graph theory and created the graph database – a type of database where connections,
as well as data, are first class citizens.
By recording links between data, as well as data itself, graphbased systems can quickly mine information and identify
trends, making them a powerful tool for real-time analytics, as
well as for mapping social networks, supply chain patterns, or
even crime waves. As a graph database looks at connections
and relationships – known as edges – it takes just minutes, or
even seconds, to answer queries that might take days using a
conventional database system.

Graph databases in action

According to Alan Duncan, a research director covering data and
analytics at Gartner, graph technology is finding its way into a
wider range of applications, in both the public and private sectors.
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“Law enforcement investigators are using it to look at patterns
that only 1% to 5% of the target market for graph databases is
in crime, and it is used in predictive policing,” says Duncan. “In
using the technology, and that many of the graph database probanking, a fraud manager needs to identify fraud networks, and
jects being carried out by businesses are at the experimental, or
someone running a telecoms network needs to optimise call
proof of concept, stage.
routing.” These, he says, are core applications for graph database
In fact, companies are more likely to be using graph tools
technology, where there are “complex relationships that have an
through a specialist application – such as a fraud detection packinfluence on what you’re interested in”.
age – bought by a line of business, or a broad-brush analytics tool
But so far, the largest applications
with graph capability. But, as the
of graph databases have been based
data volumes stored by organisaon proprietary technologies, rather
tions grow, and business analysts
y
recording
links
between
data
than commercially available or open
put more store on the relationships
source graph databases.
between data, that could change.
as well as data itself graph
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
are all understood to use graph
Data-driven decisions
based systems can quickly mine
technology to identify connections
“We drive an awful lot of deciinformation and identify trends
between their users, as well as
sions based on data,” says Toby
to produce information of use to
O’Rourke, head of player services
making
them
a
powerful
tool
advertisers. IBM also uses graph
platforms at online gaming site
technologies as part of its Watson
Gamesys. “We’re always looking at
natural language computer.
ways to ingest more data and learn
But, although IBM is starting to commercialise Watson’s techmore about what’s going on, on our sites, in terms of the players
nology, and Google released its Cayley open source graph dataand how they are playing.”
base in 2014, the graph technologies used by the social networks
When Gamesys decided to develop a social network element
are largely closed to outsiders – at least for now.
to its site, the company chose graph databases because of their
This means that although almost everyone with an internet
performance, but also because they were easy to implement.
connection is likely to use at least some graph database tech“We had to store this social network somewhere, and it
nology on a daily basis, the tool’s uptake in business remains
seemed such a good fit for a graph-like storage system,” says
limited and, often, experimental. Gartner, for example, believes
O’Rourke. “The problem mapped really well onto the underlying
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technology. The fact that we could build a domain
model within our Java application and it mapped
almost directly into the data store without layers
and layers of abstraction sped us up massively.”
This, O’Rourke says, was a significant benefit in
an industry where time to market is critical.

he says. “Then Google started to look at the links
❯Journalists are using a graph
between websites and extracted that link graph
database and data visualisation
and used it to rank sites. And we ran into tangible
software to interrogate files
problems ourselves, in that it wasn’t easy to manleaked from Panama-based law
age connections within the data. There was nothfirm Mossack Fonseca.
ing really available.”
Eifrem claims that a Neo4j installation can be a
Making connections
thousand or even a million times quicker than a
This is a common path for companies introducing graph dataconventional relational database when it comes to looking at conbases, says Emil Eifrem, CEO of Neo Technologies, the company
nections. And, he says, the idea of looking at connections between
behind the Neo4j graph database used by Gamesys.
data is not as complex as it might first seem.
“As long as 10 to 15 years ago, we observed that web compa“If you are building a system to manage an inventory of cars, you
nies had data-based business models. But, although the data is
will build a system that stores cars, and their parts,” he says. “You
valuable, so are the connections between the data. The value is in
will have a database of windshields, wheels, steering wheels and
the connections between people, and that gave rise to Facebook,”
so on. These are objects, but there are connections between them.
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The idea of looking
at connections between
data is not as complex
as it might first seem
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It might be that these screws go here, or you can only model this
part here with that one there. All the parts can be connected to
other parts, but you can’t model that in a table-based database.”
Using graph technology allows manufacturers both to constrain choices of parts – for example for maintenance – but
also enable them, for example so a dealer can give a potential
buyer an up-to-date list of specification options for a new car.

Meeting the need for speed

Graphs are logical and flexible

There is, though, another factor in favour of graph technology:
ease of use. Perhaps surprisingly for a technology that can be
complex to implement, part of the appeal of graphs is that the
way they present the relationships between data points is relatively simple to understand.
“For people who are not technologists, you can draw circles and
arrows on a board, and explain the
business logic behind the graph system,” says Bachman. “It is not limited
erhaps surprisingly for a
to developers or data scientists.”
technology that can be complex
Graph databases are also more
flexible than traditional databases,
to implement part of the appeal
he says, as they can store a wider
range of attributes than convenof graphs is that the way
tional systems and attach multiple attributes to one entry. A conthey present the relationships
ventional database might struggle
between data points is relatively
with describing an employee with
two jobs, whereas graph databases
simple to understand
handle this with ease.

P

Similar tools are being used by
online retailers for recommendation engines, and by social media
firms to suggest new links.
CIOs can, of course, build recommendation systems around relational databases, but the time it
takes to run queries means doing
them in batches, which risks the
data being out of date. Graph systems are much faster.
“In today’s world you want to base
decisions on the most up-to-date
data,” says Michal Bachman, managing director of GraphAware,
a consulting firm. “Rather than pre-computing recommendations
overnight, you want to serve real-time information to users, based
on the latest information.”
The response time from a graph-based system can be milliseconds, he says.

,

Hidden technology

Despite these advantages, however, as yet relatively few businesses are investing directly in graph databases. Instead, they
are more likely to buy special-purpose tools that use graphs
at their core, but hide the technology from users. This is the
approach taken by a number of fraud detection systems and
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social media monitoring packages. But, as the technology gains
more mainstream appeal, more companies are likely to build
graph technology directly, or invest in analysis tools with graph
capabilities built in.

“So far, adoption of graph technology has not been as fast as
that of some others,” concedes Bachman. “But I do believe the
ecosystem around graph databases will come together to make it
a mainstream data platform.” n

Case study: How toy maker Schleich uses a graph database to trace materials
As a toy maker, German manufacturer Schleich puts great
store on product safety. But, with a global supply chain, materials traceability was a growing challenge for the company, says
Andreas Weber, Schleich’s vice-president of operations. It was a
challenge that seemed right for graph database technology.
Schleich makes a popular range of model animal figures, including farm animals and horses. “We need a clear picture of what’s
being used in the pigments, plastics and resins,” says Weber. The
company needs detailed and up-to-date information on everything
used in each model sold, for regulatory and reputational reasons.
Often, companies rely on Excel spreadsheets for materials
traceability. Schleich had already moved beyond that, to an SQL
database, but, according to Weber, the system had become too
complex for classic SQL. Instead, the decision was made to start
from scratch and build a new system, known as Spims.
The company started working with the Neo4j graph database
as a proof of concept. The graph database takes the material
information stored in the Schleich enterprise resource planning

(ERP) system and links it to data from suppliers. “That gives us a
thread through the data to the pigment level, where we do tests
in our laboratory on an annual basis,” he says. The database is
linked to a dashboard that provides status lights for each product, which shows that everything on the bill of materials has been
tested and approved.
“You can click on a model and drill down into the raw materials in Germany, Africa and China,” says Weber. “We can see that
everything is alright, or that something may be wrong. It takes
seconds to identify a model, and ask what is going on.”
The traceability system speeds up Schleich’s time to market,
as the bill of materials information is ready as soon as a new
model’s tool is complete and the tool is ready to launch. But the
benefits go beyond compliance. “The big benefit is that everyone
is working with original data,” says Weber. “Before, it was Excel
and copying and pasting data, with all the issues that causes.
Now everything is stored centrally, can be accessed via a browser
and is updated alongside our ERP system.”
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